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Welcome and greetings of Peace. 
 
Why have we created this online resource? Many of the books and 
online resources focus on Sexual positions including the Kama Sutra. 
Besides consisting of nudity which based on all religious and moral 
teachings is wrong, they do not offer much in the way that normal 
people can learn, experiment or practice. This free ebook focuses on 
Spirituality and Sex. 
 
Although we are not religious scholars we apply common sense rules of 
avoiding promoting things like anal sex, fantasy sex  the kind that 
implies fornication or that which leads to immorality. 
We are trying to find that middle ground which is not a text based thesis 
and guide, which is not helpful to most visual people or the other 
extreme of full or partial nudity which is troubling in its own way. 
We believe sex in history and across religion and cultures is something 
that lawfully takes place between husband and wife. We want to 
promote that sanctity.  
 
In marriage what initially attracts you over time becomes boredom. 
Rather than divert our emotions and energies to others we want to find 
creative options for couples to every so often reinvent their marriage.  
This is what this loose collection of content is about. We do not claim 
any copyrights and share what is in the common good. 

“Awesome sex can’t be had without awesome foreplay.” 



Myth 1 about Sex: It’s dirty. 
 
When you hear the word, “sex” what goes 
through your mind? Is it clean, or dirty, 
something totally private or public? What 
images come to mind? Some of these are 
influenced by cultural norms and others 
with our life experiences, faith and 
personality. However we perceive it, in 
order for us to live happy fulfilled lives we 
need a balanced mix of the physical, mental 
and spiritual aspects of sex. 
 



Myth 2 about Sex: We have to be perfect 
 
Sex is the creative life force that nourishes 
and nurtures the energy of life. This sexual 
energy if used for good leads not only to joy 
for a couple, but for happiness for 
generations through fulfilling relationships. 
By accepting ourselves, our bodies and 
those of our spouses with all their 
imperfections we can find inner peace. 



Myth 3 about Sex: The best sex has to be 
on vacation or you have to spend money 
 
Spiritual sex can be had in the bedroom or 
on vacation. The former offers familiarity 
and intimacy, the latter something new and 
adventure. Retreats offer places that are 
quiet and remote where you can reconnect 
with your spouse and yourself.  
Spiritual sex starts a virtuous cycle, Physical 
intimacy leads to emotional, and emotional 
intimacy leads to physical intimacy. 
 
 



Myth 4 about Sex: It gets boring 
 
Spiritual sex requires an ongoing investment 
in your most intimate of relationships. Any 
sensory experience touch, taste, sex, when 
repeated many times can become 
monotonous. The challenge is to keep things 
fresh as our relationships evolve over time. 
 



What is Spiritual 
Sex? 

 
Our Definition 

  
"Spiritual sex is a journey that is far greater than 
the physical act and union of a male and female. 

It is the combined act of compassion, 
generosity, empathy, gratitude, mindfulness, 
reflection, prayer and an exchange of sexual 
energy, that is far greater than the sum of its 

parts." 



1. Intention 



What is 
Intention? 

Intention are 
words, 
actions, and 
thoughts that 
are focused 
towards a 
certain goal. 

 



Intention are words 
 



Intentions are actions 



Intentions are thoughts 



2. Meditation 



What is 
Meditation? 
Meditation is 
an experience 
of relaxing the 
body, quieting 
the mind, and 
awakening 
the spirit. 

 The word meditation 
comes through the 
Latin “meditatio”, 
which originally 

indicated any type of 
physical or intellectual 

exercise. The word 
med means healing.  

























3. Purification 
Cleansing, Bathing, Ablution 



What is 
Purification? 
Purification is 
the act of 
washing away 
impurities 
from the body 
and clearing 
the negative 
thoughts in 
the mind. 

 
You can shower or take a 
bath, do it individually or 
as a couple, have sex or 
not. 



















4. Prayer 
 



What is 
Prayer? 

Prayer is an act of 
worship. The form 
varies in each faith, 
but at it’s most 
basic level it is a 
communication, 
both spiritual and 
physical with God. 

 



There are a thousand ways to kneel 

and kiss the ground; there are a 

thousand ways to go home again. 

 





One hour’s 
meditation on the 
work of  the 
Creator is better 
than 70 years of  
prayer 
Prophet Muhammad (SAW) 





5. Spiritual Sex 
as learning to 
breathe 
 



What do we 
mean by 
Breathe? 

We do a lot of things in 
life without being 
conscious of them. One 
of them is breathing. 
Most breathing is 
shallow and with daily 
stress lacks the air we 
need to lead healthy 
lives. 

 





6. Seduce 
Her/Him 
 



What is 
Seduction? 

Seduction, ie a tease 
is anything that acts 
as a catalyst to the act 
of making love. 
Seduction works 
when it is slow and 
intentional, it’s 
personal. It can be 
words whispered, a  
subtle gesture, a kiss, 
a hug, or flirt and or 
anything that creates 
that spark of desire.  
 

 









Let the beauty 

of what you love 

be what you do. 

 Rumi 



7.Unconditional 
Giving 
 



What is 
Unconditional 
Giving? 

Giving is a gift and 
it should be given 
without expecting 
anything in return. 
Of course it is only 
natural that once 
we receive we like 
to reciprocate. By 
giving we build 
emotional, intimate 
bonds  that build 
spiritual depth. 

 



Skin-to-skin connection is one of the 
purest forms of building connections 
with your spouse. It is intimate, 
playful, passionate. Using chemistry 
it builds bonds between you to build 
a lasting relationship.  
Although our physical attributes are 
God-given and all thanks are to 
Him, it is still wonderful from a 
relationship standpoint to  
acknowledge any part of their body 
from breasts to the butt, abs to lips, 
that you enjoy looking at, kissing, 
licking, or sucking.  
 

Touch: The heart of foreplay 





















8.Make Eye 
Contact 
 



What is Eye 
Contact? 

In a busy world we 
often communicate 
without being fully 
present. Give your 
spouse the gift of a 
gentle loving look, 
and establish 
rapport by making 
full eye contact. 

 















9. Start 
Lovemaking 
with Kisses 
 



What are Kisses? 

We all know the basics 
of  a kiss. Two lips 
coming together. But 
there are so many 
ways to kiss. Licking, 
sucking your spouses 
lips, face, or other 
parts of the body.  
There are so many 
types of kisses from 
French to …. They all 
lead to creating our 
unique physical love-
chemistry.  

 













10. Continue 
Lovemaking by 
Undressing 
 



What do we 
mean by 
undressing? 

There are many 
ways you can 
undress, partially 
or fully, you can 
undress each other 
or your self 
(stripping), you can 
do it fast or slow, 
you can undress in 
different places. 

 









Yoga and Sex (Yo-Se position) 



11. Spiritual Sex 
as an Adventure 
 



What do we 
mean by 
Adventure? 

To experience adventure 
be open, flexible, and 
willing to learn. You can 
enjoy a life-time of 
amazing sex with your 
spouse as you mature. 
Think of your spouse’s 
body as a globe with 
different countries and 
cultures to explore, each 
is a pleasure point to 
taste, feel,arouse and 
take your spirituality and 
sex to new heights. 

 



12. Spiritual Sex 
as Play 
 



What do we 
mean by Play? 

Have Fun, Laugh, Joke,  
be silly, be naughty, act 
like a baby or a child. 

 















All images are from public domain 
and copyright of respective 
owners. 
 
This work is for the common good 
and may be freely shared. 
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